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Résumé de l’article
La structure du régime des réfugiés suit une généalogie coloniale « xéno-raciste ». Dans ce contexte, les transferts d’argent aux réfugiés représentent un diagnostic biopolitique indiquant où les réfugiés sont dignes ou ont la «biolégitimité» de résider. Cet article propose une brève généalogie des différentes itérations des opérations de transfert d’argent, dont le rapatriement d’argent à la fin de la Guerre froide ; l’aide en espèces pour les réfugiés urbains irakiens en Jordanie suite à la seconde Guerre du Golfe ; et la décision récente du gouvernement tanzanien de brusquement mettre fin à un programme de transfert d’argent dans le camp de réfugiés de Nyarugusu. En bref, là où l’argent est autorisé à circuler, les réfugiés le sont également.
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Abstract
The refugee regime structure follows a “xeno-racist” colonial genealogy. In this context, refugee cash transfers represent a biopolitical diagnostic, indicating where refugees are worthy or have the “bio-legitimacy” to reside. This article offers a brief genealogy of different iterations of cash operations, which include cash for repatriation at the end of the Cold War, cash for urban Iraqi refugees in Jordan following the second Gulf War, and the Tanzania government’s recent decision to abruptly shut down a cash project in Nyarugusu refugee camp. Simply stated, where cash is allowed to flow, so too are refugees.

Introduction
Filippo Grandi, UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), announced in 2017, “Our cash support—most in the form of multi-purpose grants—reached 2.5 million people in 2016, and for the first time exceeded in-kind assistance.” UNHCR has been a pioneer in institutionalizing humanitarian cash transfers, beginning with repatriation cash projects. These return operations include one-off or time-limited cash payments for refugees to purchase their needs upon return. In 2008 UNHCR experimented with its first “care and maintenance” cash operations for Iraqi refugees in Amman, Jordan. “Care and maintenance” for refugee situations refer to ongoing and indefinite support for food, shelter, and other needs. Traditionally this has been addressed through in-kind donations, but now cash is increasingly prioritized by humanitarian policymakers because it is generally more cost-efficient than in-kind aid amidst limited humanitarian funding. I argue refugee cash transfers are not a neutral technical humanitarian intervention, but rather a diagnostic of “xeno-racism” following a
colonial genealogy of mobility control where refugees are deemed worthy to reside. Sivanandan defines xeno-racism as "a racism that is not just directed at those with darker skins, from the former colonial territories, but at the newer categories of the displaced, the dispossessed and the uprooted, who are beating at Western Europe's doors." I extend this analysis to incorporate South-South refugee discriminations. To state it simply, where cash is allowed to flow, so too are refugees. This is not a criticism of the efficacy of cash transfers as an intervention per se. On the contrary, I have heard great praise for cash from refugee recipients in Nyarugusu refugee camp in Tanzania and consider cash transfers as a more efficient and dignified way to deliver aid.

Coordinated primarily by UNHCR, the international refugee regime governs protracted refugee situations through many different modes, including food distribution, education, legal protection, and health care. Cash has been chosen as the locus of this article as a racialized indicator for two primary reasons. First, as the quote from High Commissioner Grandi shows, UNHCR has prioritized cash transfers as an institution. More broadly, the 2016 World Humanitarian Summit in Istanbul, which included the most influential humanitarian donors and organizations, committed to furthering the use of cash in humanitarian settings. Second, research from the Cash Barometer project identifying humanitarian recipients' attitudes toward cash around the world reveals that the vast majority of recipients favour receiving cash rather than in-kind goods. Agreement from funders, implementers, and recipients denotes that any instances where cash is not used in protracted refugee situations will increasingly be considered an anomaly in need of explanation.

I submit that the fundamental racialized explanation for the refugee cash shutdowns and exclusions in Africa today are the continuities from colonialism of the racially and economically motivated control of African migrations and mobilities. This article interrogates the cash exclusion question empirically by first tracing the historical genealogy of the advent refugee cash transfers for repatriation at the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s. The inclusion of cash for return for Cambodian and Afghan refugees but not for Eritreans demonstrates that the earliest cash transfers clearly reflect donors' geo-strategic priorities of moving refugees for specific ideological benefits to Western powers. Next, we follow the rise of cash for care and maintenance operations beginning with Iraqi refugees in Amman, Jordan, to the present. Today we see African states blocking cash interventions as xeno-racist tools to keep Sub-Saharan African (SSA) refugees out of cities and in the "bio-legitimate" space of camps. In the case of Tanzania, cash has been blocked in cities and camps to signal to refugees they are not worthy to reside anywhere in the country.

The selected cases since the end of the Cold War offer a brief history of refugee cash utilizing a truncated and non-epochal version of Michel Foucault's conceptualization of genealogy. He calls "to identify the accidents, the minute deviations—or conversely, the complete reversals—the errors, the false appraisals, and the faulty calculations that gave birth to those things that continue to exist and have value for us." I examine the "accidents" such as the rise of cash in Jordan, but also the "complete reversals" of cash shutdowns and exclusions in Africa in order to excavate "the various systems of subjection." The article draws from more than 200 interviews from fieldwork trips in Tanzania between February 2017 and May 2018, primarily with camp residents, the Tanzanian host community surrounding the camp, as well as UNHCR, World Food Programme (WFP), implementing partner NGOs, and Tanzanian government officials. Additional interviews with key individuals involved in cash transfers currently or in the past occurred in UNHCR headquarters in Geneva in April 2017, as well as through Skype. The majority of refugee households were sampled by research assistants living in the camp through snowball sampling. Before examining the empirical cases of refugees and cash, we will recount the colonial strategies of mobility control in Africa and introduce the concepts of bio-legitimacy and xeno-racism in the refugee regime today.

Xeno-Racism and Bio-Legitimacy

There have been attempts to "break the silence" on race in development practice and studies. White argues, "The silence on race is a determining silence that both masks and marks its centrality to the development project." The call to examine race in development was effectively taken up in a special issue of Progress in Development Studies edited by Uma Kothari. Refugee studies have most notably grappled with racism in this journal, Refuge, in a special issue in 2001. This special issue utilized xeno-racism as a lens to analyze international migration policy in cases around the world. The present article re-examines xeno-racism as situated by Mark Duffield to demonstrate the racialized nature of cash-based interventions for "non-insured" refugee populations. Michel Foucault's theorization of discourse and power forms the bedrock of "post-development" critique. In addition, his writings have inspired many migration and forced migration scholars, although his expansive oeuvre focuses little attention on these issues. Duffield argues that sustainable development is a bio-political technology with xeno-racist and colonial genealogy in order to root "non-insured" populations in the South. Using Duffield's stance as a point of departure, this article diverges from a bio-political analysis to demonstrate through the genealogical method that refugee cash transfers are a diagnostic of how donors and
host states judge where refugees have the “bio-legitimacy” to reside.

Foucault introduces bio-power and bio-politics in The History of Sexuality, describing epochal change from sovereign power to bio-power, which is “the ancient right to take life or let live … replaced by a power to foster life or disallow it to the point of death.”

Bio-power can be understood as “an anatomo-politics of the human body,” where government disciplines individuals’ bodies. Bio-politics is a “series of interventions and regulatory controls: a biopolitics of the population.”

Duffield critiques sustainable development using a bio-political analysis in two important ways that will be borrowed for this article. First, he links the colonial genealogy or “colonial present” of sustainable development today as a bio-political tool to foster self-reliance reminiscent of indirect rule during colonialism. I extend this analysis further by pointing to the colonial practices of controlling movements of colonial subjects. Second, Duffield argues that the use of sustainable development by the North is also a xeniatric bio-political apparatus to keep “non-insured” populations contained in the South.

I contend that African states are rehabilitating these colonial xeniatric genealogies by disallowing cash for their non-insured refugee neighbours.

Near the end of the nineteenth century, colonial rule shifted from a violent and highly militarized direct form of rule to indirect rule where chiefs were backed as proxies to govern and exploit rural areas of the colonies. Mahmood Mamdani refers to this system as “decentralized despotism.”

Duffield describes the bio-political nature of indirect rule, or Native Administration during the later stages of colonialism: “Within the limits of self-reproduction, the biopolitics of Native Administration aimed to initiate a process of controlled social change through incremental self-management that maintained social cohesion.”

He makes only a brief mention of the colonial “concerns over the negative effects of uncontrolled urbanization on social cohesion.” I argue, however, that managing, controlling, and exploiting subjects’ movements was a primary concern of the colonial project, the genealogies of which continue today.

Tanzania is a quintessential example of colonial and post-colonial mobility controls and exploitations. First German and later British colonial regimes in Tanganyika resisted accepting refugees fleeing conscripted labour by the Portuguese colonists in Mozambique by attempting to stop them at the border. They feared these migration flows because they did not want their own subjects to flee their own coercive labour tactics. Later the British colonists oscillated between recruited neighbouring Burundians to work in labour reserves, and blocking Burundian refugees fleeing conflict in order prevent spreading diseases and interfering with the simplistic colonial understanding of ethnicities and tribes at the borderlands.

Across Africa, onerous taxes in rural areas also impelled movements of people within and across countries in order to pressure them to enter labour markets and cash economies. Within labour systems in colonial Africa, the city became a contested domain that the colonists wanted to control. This was most pronounced in apartheid South Africa through influx control policies culminating in infamous pass laws and passbooks. The ruling party attempted to balance recruiting enough black Africans to supply labour, while limiting these numbers to ensure racial segregation.

While not going to the same lengths as South Africa, the colonial regime in Tanganyika viewed Africans in Dar es Salaam “suspiciously” and blamed them for urban criminality. They instituted identification documents and rural repatriations, and even spread propaganda about the difficulties of living in the city.

After independence, Tanzania’s founding father, President Julius Nyerere, a renowned pan-Africanist, initially enacted progressive immigration and asylum policies. Over time these policies in Tanzania returned to a colonial genealogy of prejudices, restrictions, and exploitation toward refugees and internal urban migrants.

Under Nyerere, refugees were given land to settle in sparsely inhabited peripheries of the country and produced cash crops to benefit the Tanzanian state. Chaulia elucidates these colonial continuities: “Arguably, development policies of a freely administered nationalistic government were quite different from crude extraction and transfer of wealth under the colonial yoke, but the utilitarian intentions of hosting immigrant labour were more or less consonant with those of the pre-independence era.”

Asylum policies have constricted even further today as the result of xeniatric policies under current Tanzanian President John Magufuli, which will be explored further below.

The other key point from Duffield is his critique of sustainable development as a xeniatric form of bio-political population containment in the South. Xeniatricism is a nationalist project of exclusionary immigration practices. “It is racism in substance but xeniatric in form—a racism that is meted out to impoverished strangers even if they are white.”

Xeniatricism is aimed at keeping the “other” out of the Global North. Duffield takes this a step further by claiming that wealthy nations (the “insured”) demonstrate xeniatricism by engaging in bio-political aid projects to keep unwanted populations in the South (the “non-insured”) rooted where they are through sustainable development. Refugees are the quintessential example of the “non-insured,” as they have lost the protection of their citizenship and typically have limited rights under what Rutinwah calls “pseudo-asylum.”

Conceptualizations of insured and non-insured are relative. Xeniatricism is not merely the North containing populations...
in the South but can also be internal South-South contain-
ment, as we see for refugees in Africa.

The current global refugee system resonates with Duffield’s
critique of aid promoting “self-reliance.” In 2006 UNHCR
promoted a “self-reliance” policy whereby refugees could
be less dependent on international donors through their
own livelihoods. However, Duffield does not capture
the entire picture of bio-political interventions for non-insured
refugees by leaving out from his analysis the humanitarian
care and maintenance aspect of international aid. Aid to
refugees follows a hybrid logic of care that some refer to as
the humanitarian-development nexus. Most refugee situ-
ations provide humanitarian interventions such as ongoing
in-kind food aid or cash transfers alongside livelihoods or
self-reliance programming. As protracted refugee situations
get drawn out, donors reduce support. With global dis-
placement levels at an all-time high, the main humanitarian
donors and organizations have made a major push for cash
transfers to make more efficient uses of scarce humanitarian
funding in place of in-kind aid.43

Like Duffield, most scholars deploying bio-power in their
analysis latch onto his phrasing to “foster life.” Didier Fassin
points out that few scholars address how states’ use of bio-
power will also “disallow [life] to the point of death.” In
other words, states create a sense of bio-legitimacy for who
is worthy of care. This article does not deploy a bio-political
analysis of subjectification, but rather supplements the work
of Duffield in exploring the stakes of cash exclusion. Fassin
explains this complementarity: “Talking of biolegitimacy
rather than biopower is thus to emphasize the construc-
tion of the meaning and values of life instead of the exercise
of forces and strategies to control it. Considering politics
beyond governmentality is similarly to insist on the issues
involved in the way human beings are treated and their lives
are evaluated more than on the technologies at work in these
processes. To use the Foucauldian metaphor, it is moving
from the ‘rules of the game’ to its stakes. These perspectives
are not contradictory, but complementary.”46

Returning to Duffield’s work, another way of looking at
bio-legitimacy is through “worthiness”: “The worthiness of
developmental-life can be gauged in terms of defending
free society. It provides a means of assessing, for example,
how useful the life in question is for achieving metropoli-

The Role of Cash: Cash to Return vs. Cash to
Remain
UNHCR’s first use of cash as an intervention was for repatria-
tion operations during the twilight of the Cold War between
1990 and 1993 for Cambodian refugees from Thai camps and
Afghan refugees in Pakistan. Concurrently to these return
operations in Asia, Eritreans were returning home from Sudan,
but received only a fraction of the support and no option for
cash interventions. A comparison of these three repatriation
operations illustrates the vast discrepancies of donor funding levels and decisions to include or exclude
cash programming. These policies by the Western powers
to obtain ideological capital in the fight against communism
demarcated where donors deemed refugees worthy to reside.
These moves echoed colonial manipulations of migrations
and people movements for the benefit of the metropoles.

First, the Cambodian refugee situation was the result of
decades of conflict since decolonization from the French. The Khmer Rouge, led by Pol Pot, was infamous for its
“killing fields” that killed an estimated 1.5 to 3 million peo-
ple. This regime was toppled by Vietnamese communists
supported by the Soviet Union in 1979. A communist coal-
ition was installed known as Cambodian People’s Party. The
United States supported the counterweight, the Coalition
Government of Democratic Kampuchea. The civil war and
precipitating events before it created a massive refugee
movement to Thailand. The war ended in 1991 and the West
desired to repatriate 360,000 refugees before the scheduled
1993 elections in order for them to vote and to secure power
to an amenable regime. The expediency of return trumped
humanitarian concerns of safe reintegration.49 UNHCR
decided to offer $50 for each adult and $25 per child, which
would allow for returnees to pay for rent or agricultural
materials. This option was chosen by 87 per cent of returnees.50

Second, the exodus of refugees from Afghanistan began
in 1979 with the Soviet invasion of the country. Most fled to
Pakistan or Iran, and each country had nearly three million
refugees until the end of the conflict in 1989. Alarmed by the
Soviet Union extending its sphere of influence, the United
States and United Kingdom mobilized substantial resources
to UNHCR and WFP for humanitarian operations support-
ing Afghan refugees in Pakistan. This support also included
substantial military aid channelled through the government
of Pakistan.51 At the time of the Soviet withdrawal from
Afghanistan in 1989, international donor spending, particu-
larly that of the United States, had pared down food aid to
Afghan refugees in Pakistan.52 Concurrently, and as a result
of international donor fatigue, the generosity by the Paki-

stan state had largely dried up as a result of “asylum fatigue.”53
The repatriation operation in Pakistan, called encashment,
provided 3,300 Pakistani rupees (US$100) in exchange
for refugees’ ration cards to be turned in and deregistered. The money was to be used to pay for transportation costs of return.\(^5\) The cash component of the repatriation project was designed with the explicit goal to get international donors off the financial hook of indefinite funding care and maintenance.\(^5\)

Third, Eritrea formally gained independence in 1993 after a unanimous referendum following an armed struggle against Ethiopia that had been waged since 1961. By the end of the war there were a reported 600,000 refugees residing primarily in eastern Sudan,\(^6\) and like Cambodian refugees in Thailand, many were eager to return.\(^7\) Their enthusiasm was met by a tepid response from Western donors because they did not match the ideological and political importance of Cambodia or Afghanistan.\(^8\) As a result the lack of funding and absence of a cash-based return indicate Eritrean refugees lacked the bio-legitimacy to be assisted at home. By 1992 those with the financial means—around 50,000—had spontaneously returned to Eritrea.\(^9\) Following military victory, the Eritrean government planned for the repatriation of 250,000 refugees between 1992 and 1993. The Eritreans appealed for $200 million on the basis of similar repatriation programs such as the Cambodian caseload. UNHCR balked and proposed a mere $31 million.\(^6\) In June 1993 the international community managed to raise only US$1.7 million for rehabilitation projects. No cash was offered to returnees, but rather in-kind items such as food and agricultural inputs were provided.\(^1\) Merely 25,000 of the 250,000 proposed returnees were resettled by 1995. Between 1991 and 1997, 157,345 Eritreans returned spontaneously from Sudan without UNHCR assistance.\(^2\) Kibreab judges the repatriation project in unequivocal terms: “It is only possible to conclude with the depressing observation that the international community has failed the Eritrean people. It seems completely ludicrous that donors should choose to allocate funds in such a way as to keep thousands of refugees in settlements rather than help them rebuild their homeland. Yet this is what has happened.”\(^3\)

Cash for repatriation projects continued into the mid-2000s and informed UNHCR’s approach to cash for sustaining care and maintenance programs around the world.\(^4\) UNHCR’s first use of cash for care and maintenance programming was inaugurated in 2008 for the Iraqi refugee caseload in Jordan. This program was more stumbled upon by the country staff on the ground than by UNHCR’s organizational commitment to cash interventions, according to a UNHCR employee working on the project.\(^5\) The next section highlights the organizational history of how and why refugee cash interventions rose to prominence globally in ongoing care and maintenance operations, but the same is not afforded to non-Syrian, SSA urban refugees in Africa.

---

**Cash in Amman**

The state of Iraq has had a tumultuous existence since the Saddam Hussein regime invaded Kuwait in 1990, which precipitated a counter-invasion from US-led forces. The second US invasion in 2003 precipitated the fall of Saddam Hussein and descent into sectarian violence. By 2007 over two million Iraqis had been displaced to nearby Middle Eastern countries.\(^6\) In Jordan the government estimated 450,000–500,000 Iraqi refugees resided in the country, although this figure is most likely inflated.\(^7\) In 2008 UNHCR’s first full-scale use of cash in care and maintenance operations was introduced in Jordan. This cash intervention developed as a result of the urban nature of displacement, and the high level of strategic importance of the refugee situation to US and European donors similar to cash for repatriation operations recounted above.

The cash program in Jordan was equally novel in its design and inception. One of the main reasons for the creation of the cash program in Jordan, and why it was so much larger than for the other host countries such as Syria was because Jordan is a middle-income country that did not want the presence of WFP because it did not want to be seen as a “poor country.”\(^8\) WFP at the time was bound to use vouchers instead of unconditional cash.\(^9\) This gave flexibility to the UNHCR. One of the UNHCR officers overseeing the cash program said, “We were making it up as we went along.”\(^10\) The Iraqi caseload was primarily urban. More than 80 per cent originated from Baghdad, and 75–90 per cent were displaced to the region’s capitals.\(^11\) Moreover, this refugee population in Jordan has more middle-class, wealthy, and educated people than most refugee contexts.\(^12\) UNHCR officers “saw in-kind assistance made no sense. It didn’t make sense to have people come to UNHCR and get huge bags of grain.”\(^13\) Recipients could access funds throughout the city through ATMs using iris scans.\(^14\) These innovations were possible largely because UNHCR was new to the region and could rapidly improvise to fit the situation.\(^15\)

Finally, in order to institute a cash program at the scale of operations in Jordan, funding had to be large and sustained. Amman has a higher cost of living compared to other cities in which UNHCR has operated. The program in Jordan gave €110 per person, per month.\(^16\) While cost efficiency was driven down from 23 per cent for in-kind donations to 2.3 per cent for cash, this was still a costly operation.\(^17\) This funding was made possible because Iraq—like Cambodia during the end of the Cold War—was of significant global strategic importance to the United States and other Western powers: “Needless to say, the states that have been directly involved in this crisis, by virtue of the troops which they have deployed in Iraq, have a very significant interest in addressing the refugee situation, not least by providing high levels of funding
and resettlement places.” Funding increased for the Iraqi situation from $40 million in 2005 to $271 million in 2008.

**Urban Refugee Cash in Africa**

UNHCR’s handling of the urban caseload informed the organization’s broader urban refugee policy and inspired the expansion of cash. The Jordan case has not been expanded to urban refugee caseloads in Africa, however. In 2009 UNHCR released an update to its urban refugee policy created in 1997. In the document it states, “In many cities where refugees are unable to establish livelihoods and meet their own needs, UNHCR has provided them with regular sums of money, usually by means of cash payments and sometimes through the distribution of ATM cards.” Why then are there so few urban cash transfer programs despite large populations of refugees in certain African cities? Moreover, for the urban cash programs that exist in Sudan and Egypt, why do they include Syrian rather than African refugees? I conclude that African refugee caseloads, like the Eritrean case above, do not have the geopolitical importance in the current war on terror era. As such, host countries have greater power as xeno-racist gatekeepers to manage the non-insured refugee populations. Moreover, while many post-colonial states deracialized through independence, they are still structurally under “decentralized despotism.” This entails a colonial genealogy of the “bifurcated state,” which rules the rural and urban separately. The consequences of this bifurcation are xeno-racist protection of urban sites from the non-insured refugees.

It has long been known that large numbers of refugees live in major African cities. Today hundreds of thousands of refugees, both registered and unregistered, reside in cities such as Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, Addis Ababa, and Johannesburg. Loren Landau argues against parallel aid systems such as cash transfers in cities because the majority of urban displaced in Africa are “more robust and resilient as the truly vulnerable are.” While this is largely true, others argue that those with significant vulnerabilities also reside in urban centres such as Nairobi or Kampala. It would be feasible to target vulnerable populations in African cities in similar ways to Jordan, especially with the proliferation of mobile money in Africa such as Safaricom’s M-Pesa. African states have pushed back on allowing refugees from neighbouring states to live in cities. However, countries hosting Syrian refugees have deemed them a worthy and bio-legitimate urban population.

To illustrate, most major refugee-hosting states in Africa have instituted large-scale cash transfer programs in refugee camps and settlements. No African countries, however, apart from Egypt, Sudan, and Niger have introduced cash for urban refugees. These are available mostly for Syrian refugees. Egypt hosts an estimated 500,000 Syrians, around 130,000 of whom are registered. Egypt is the only African country that is part of Regional Refugee and Resilience Response Plan (3RP) to coordinate care for Syrian refugees. As part of 3RP, by 2016 UNHCR and WFP was providing nearly 42,000 Syrian refugees in Cairo with cash assistance. There is a separate small program by Caritas Egypt, which provides a small number of cash grants to “extremely vulnerable” households, and only bimonthly for six months. One study found that only 13 per cent of Sudanese households received this assistance. SSA refugees such as Sudanese, Ethiopians, Somalis, Eritreans, and others have been displaced to Egypt for decades. They constantly face xenophobic discrimination and have not been included in urban cash programs. By following the cash, this shows that donors and host states deem Syrian refugees worthy only to live in cities with cash assistance.

One humanitarian cash researcher says that UNHCR in Africa has “vanishingly tiny budgets.” As such, urban aid programs are some of the first items to be cut in a budget. In 2017 the appeal for 24.2 people of concern in Africa was $2.925 billion, but met a funding gap of 53 per cent of this amount. In comparison, the 3RP in 2017, which funds the cash transfers for Syrian refugees in Cairo, requested 55.58 billion for a refugee population of 5.3 million refugees. 3RP had a smaller funding gap of 63 per cent. This demonstrates a funding ambivalence toward SSA refugees reminiscent of Eritrean repatriates in the 1990s. However, in situations with donor apathy toward SSA refugees such as Sudan and Egypt refugee operations, it opens the space for historic xeno-racist processes to be accentuated in refugee policies and interventions such as cash transfers.

Social exclusion for black Africans in Egypt and Sudan has long been known at the intersection of Arab expansion and slave trade in Africa. Unfortunately for the sake of brevity, this article cannot expand upon the history. However, works from Troutt Powell trace the complex racial genealogies from colonialism, which recount how African states such as Egypt and Sudan became “colonized colonizers.” Arabization has been a central cause of wars for decades, in Sudan in particular. With low funding and involvement from the international community, xeno-racist exclusion for black Africans is revealed in refugee cash transfer programming. As a result, SSA refugees must struggle unassisted or even persecuted in cities or live in camps—the only biologically legitimate place for them. Cash-based interventions have acquiesced to host states’ desires to keep refugees confined to the peripheries of their countries. The final section returns to the contemporary Tanzanian refugee situation where cash has been shut down even in refugee camps, which signals that refugees are no longer welcome anywhere in the country.
**Cash Shutdown in Tanzania**

The Nyarugusu refugee camp was created in 1996 in response to the first war in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Until 2015 Nyarugusu was the last remaining refugee camp in Tanzania. In 2015 Burundi’s President Pierre Nkurunziza stayed in power past his constitutionally mandated second term, which led to a political crisis followed by widespread government repression. Thousands fled to Tanzania and neighbouring countries, and Nyarugusu doubled in size to nearly 150,000. Two former camps, Mtendeli and Nduta, were revived to accommodate this population boom. There are around 275,000 Burundian refugees documented in Tanzania.

The most recent arrival of Burundian refugees follows cycles of displacement from the Burundian genocide in 1972 and the civil war from 1993 to 2005. In addition to Burundian refugees, Tanzania in the 1990s received hundreds of thousands of Rwandan and Congolese refugees. This influx led to the encampment policy enacted under the 1998 Refugees Act, which is still in effect. This law stipulates that refugees may not travel more than four kilometres outside camps and cannot seek work for wages except inside the camp. In Tanzania, Burundians are often pejoratively referred to as criminals. By 2005, there was a clamour in Tanzania for refugees to be repatriated. President Jakaya Kikwete ran for election partially on a platform to make Tanzania “refugee-free” by 2010. At the end of 2012, the remaining Burundian refugees living in Mtabila refugee camp—nearly 40,000—were forced to repatriate to Burundi against their wishes.

The shrinking space of asylum is bringing up these fears of violent return under the current president, John Magufuli. A Burundian man in Nyarugusu voiced this anxiety: “In 2012 we were forced to go back to Burundi. We lived there three years and were forced to come back to Tanzania. The same will probably happen again. What I saw, they stole things from refugees and burned houses. They cut down crops and burned the rest. Refugees could not carry all of their property. Those who were forced last, they were forced even by weapon. This could happen again.”

Tanzania began a pilot cash program in December 2016 targeting 10,000 vulnerable refugees. Each household member received 20,000 TSh ($9) per month. The program was set to reach 80,000 recipients, with plans to expand to Mtendeli and Nduta, but it was cancelled by the government after reaching only 30,000 individuals. On 20 July Tanzanian President Magufuli met Burundi’s President Nkurunziza at the border in Ngara. President Magufuli sided with President Nkurunziza and delivered a speech claiming Burundi was safe to return to, despite UN investigations reporting serious human rights abuses. President Magufuli made a thinly veiled reference to the WFP cash program: “We all know that there are people who benefit when Burundians flee their country in droves. There are organizations raking in money in the name of helping refugees. I’m aware that there are people who lured Burundians into refugee camps in Tanzania, telling them that they would be given Sh10,000 each daily. If they have that kind of money, they should pay them once they are back home.” Two weeks after this speech, on August 4, WFP announced that the government had abruptly decided to shut down the cash program, and the final distribution was cancelled. The decision came so suddenly from the central government it was claimed the camp commandant under the Ministry of Home Affairs responsible for administration and security of the camp found out the same day as the refugees.

Other sudden shutdowns have been increasing under President Magufuli. Prior to the cash shutdown, in January 2017, prima facie status was revoked for Burundians, and asylum seekers have been turned away at the borders. On February 9, 2018, President Magufuli unexpectedly pulled out of the Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework (CRRF), citing lack of support from the international community. The CRRF is a voluntary pilot project to re-evaluate national refugee policy in consultation with UNHCR and other stakeholders in exchange for increased international financial support. This decision left UNHCR staff and Tanzanian government bureaucrats dumbfounded. Most recently, in mid-July 2018, Tanzanian officials in the camps made announcements reiterating that Burundian refugees must return home. Additionally, market days were limited to once a week, and draconian restrictions on businesses in camps were enacted whereby only small petty-businesses could operate. At the time of writing, Tanzanian authorities were destroying market stalls inside Nduta refugee camp. Camp residents increasingly rely on livelihoods to survive, as a lack of international funding has decreased rations in the camp. This shrinking space of asylum and commerce puts into question if “voluntary returns” to Burundi are actually voluntary.

The recent Burundian influx and subsequent cancellation of cash is further evidence that where cash is allowed, refugees are allowed. Tanzania is not alone in using cash shutdowns to signal if refugees are worthy to reside on their soil. Somalis in Kenya, like Burundians in Tanzania, have been vilified and collectively punished by the state in Kenya since independence. In 2015 immediately following the Al-Shabaab attack on Garissa University College, which killed nearly 150 students, the government of Kenya shut down all Somali remittance companies, popularly known as hawalas, for two and a half months. These actions temporarily devastated Somali refugee economies in Nairobi.
Conclusion
In the cases of refugee cash operations presented, one can see how donors and hosts calculate the worth of refugees. Worth is a bio-legitimacy determined by the position of a refugee population in the global geopolitical hierarchy. Xeno-racism represents moves by states to prevent unworthy refugees from entering through immigration control or containing refugee populations. These determinations of the bio-legitimacy of refugee populations is a remnant of a racial colonial system or “colonial present,” manifest dictating the movements of non-insured peoples. Colonial lineages are not only imposed from the North, for xeno-racist “colonized colonizers” also exist in South-South relations.

Cambodians’ worth to donors derived from a population to be mined for votes to install a new regime favourable to the West. Afghans’ worth was initially tied to counteracting Soviet influence, but this transitioned to moving the Afghan caseload off ongoing aid obligations. Eritreans garnered very little worth in donors’ eyes, and this was reflected in inadequate funding and no cash program. The cash programs for Iraqis in Amman and Syrians in Cairo demonstrate the high strategic importance to donors due to the war on terror and military involvement in these situations. Conceptualization of insured and non-insured can also be applied to Africa. Host states in Africa contest the legitimacy of refugees outside of camps in cities. After hosting these populations for decades, Burundians have very little bio-legitimacy to host states. In all these instances, allowing or blocking cash is a way to signal refugees’ worth.
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